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AIKE is delighted to present Jiang Cheng’s solo exhibition “U”, displaying the series paintings 

of the same name. The exhibition will be on view from September 5 until October 17, 2020. 

The titles of this exhibition and artworks “U” could be regarded as the abbreviation of “You”. 

In the aspect of artistic creation, it points to the canvas facing the artist and bearing traces. In 

a broader sense, it refers to the world “I” encounter outside self-consciousness. 

Jiang Cheng has been influenced by the American contemporary artist Cy Twombly, he was 

also inspired by the confident and fearless state of his daughter when she started to babble 

and paint. The painting process of “U” series is accomplished directly under one effort 

without any control, manipulation or modification. This way of artistic creation is a close 

combat between the artist himself and all kinds of inertia and habit in art history and its 

current situation. As Jiang Cheng confronts and combats like a warrior, traces of free body 

movements are left on the large scale canvas, the patterns on canvas are shifting rapidly and 

the situations are gradually forming. The image and countenance of the character also 

convey a sublime gesture of free will and intransigence. Jiang Cheng considers painting as a 

life activity, artworks are not just creations of artists, but an organism, the subject itself. “U” is 

the object of “I”, opposite of “I”, reality of “I”, “U” is the everything “I” face. 

About the artist 

Born in 1985 in Zhejiang, China, Jiang Cheng graduated from China Academy of Art with 

B.A. in 2008, and then graduated from China Academy of Art Chinesisch-Deutsche 

Kunstakademie Department of Painting with M.F.A. in 2012. Currently lives and works in 

Beijing, China. 

His recent solo exhibitions include ‘U’, AIKE, Shanghai, China, 2020; ’Vertigo’, 

A+Contemporary, Shanghai, China, 2019; ‘Post Meridiem’, A+Contemporary, Shanghai,  
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China, 2017; ‘Samen’, de Sarthe Gallery, Beijing, China, 2016. He has also participated in 

group exhibitions include ‘Golden Flow’, CHAO Art Center, Beijing, China, 2020; ‘The Man 

of the Crowd’, AIKE, Shanghai, 2020; ‘Qubeiping: Beijing Spring’, Ying Space, Beijing, China, 

2017; ‘The Dilemmas of Painting’, A+Contemporary, Beijing, China, 2017; ‘LA CHAIR’, 

A+Contemporary, Shanghai, China, 2016; ‘Nipple Confusion’, Art Depot, Beijing, China, 

2016; Co Space One, Shanghai, China, 2015; ‘Song of Youth’, Moon Gallery, Tai Zhong, 

China, 2013; ‘Uneasy Trip in Asia IV’, Poly Gallery, Hong Kong, China, 2013; ‘Uneasy Trip in 

Asia III’, Cans Tea & Book House, Taipei, China, 2013; ‘Fresh Glimpse-1980’s Generation 

Artists Group Exhibition’, The Other Gallery Art Lab, Beijing, China, 2012; ‘Rundgang’, The 

Berlin University of the Arts, Berlin, Germany, 2011; ‘Young Artists Group Exhibition’, 

Uferhallen, Berlin, Germany, 2011. 
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